Frameless Glass Railings, Hand Rails, Windscreen Systems, Stainless Steel Post Systems, and Much More...

— New Products Designed and Engineered for Commercial and Residential Needs
— Component and Accessory Items Complement Each Product Line
— Glass Railings/Balustrades
— Taper-Loc® Railing Systems
— Cap Railing Products
— Aluminum Railing Systems
— Welded Railing Systems
— Stainless Steel Post Railing Systems
— Windscreen Systems
— Swinging Gates

C.R. Laurence Company
Worldwide Manufacturer and Supplier
Glazing, Architectural, Railing, Construction, Industrial, and Automotive Supplies

Crlaurence.com | Usalum.com | Crl-arch.com
Our award-winning GRS Glass Railing System has just received ICC-ES® approval. This means that this documented, certified, and proven railing system eliminates the cost and time delays often required for project-specific engineering. We are proud to say that it’s the first glass railing system to have ever received this approval.

This criteria covers the design and testing compliance with Section 2407 of the IBC and Section R312 of IRC.

CRL's GRS Glass Railing Systems for interior and exterior applications are designed to provide an attractive 'all-glass' frameless look to view-oriented residential or commercial projects. Designed for monolithic or laminated glazing, this high quality system also serves as an effective wind barrier, further enhancing the outdoor environment. CRL offers a variety of Base Shoes, Cap Rails, Cladding, Corners, Brackets, and Accessories. Custom fabricated railings for project specific requirements are also available.
Installation/Removal Tool With Integrated Torque Wrench that works with All TAPER-LOC® Tapers

- Glass Railings Designed, Tested, and Engineered by CRL for Commercial or Residential Applications
- Reduces Installation Time By 50%
- Supports 12 mm (1/2"), 15 mm (19/32"), and 19 mm (3/4") Monolithic Tempered Glass
- Also Designed for Laminated Glazing Applications
  - 13.52 mm (9/16")
  - 17.52 mm (11/16")
  - 21.52 mm (27/32")
  - 25.52 mm (1-1/16")

U.S. Patents 8,122,654 and 8,201,366/Commonwealth of Australia Patent No. 200820754

The installation process just got easier with CRL’s patented Horizontal TAPER-LOC® dry glazed design. Designed for both commercial and residential applications, this is just the system architectural railing installers have been waiting for. This new system will reduce your installation time by more than 50%, and has been tested and engineered to meet the strictest building code requirements.
CRL P-SERIES STAINLESS STEEL POST RAILING SYSTEM

CRL manufactures a comprehensive selection of Post Railing Kits that combine the durability of stainless steel components with innovative designs and engineering. Designed for interior or exterior hand rail and guard rail applications, these low maintenance stainless steel posts come ready to install.
CRL manufactures Standoff Railing Systems. By specializing in the design and manufacturing of this innovative system, we offer you the ability to create custom railings that will address project-specific criteria. Rest assured that the products we offer represent the current evolution of the railing industry because product development is an ongoing process at CRL.
CRL’s Frameless Glass Windscreen Base Shoe System and Frameless Windscreen Brackets are designed to provide an attractive, maintenance-free glass wall that will enhance any residential or commercial application. This system offers virtually unobstructed views for glass windscreen or fencing requirements. (Not designed for guard rail applications). CRL’s Frameless Windscreen Systems are innovative glass wall systems that provide an almost invisible “frameless” look without vertical posts used between the panels of glass. They are solely supported from the bottom by aluminum base shoes or high strength stainless steel clamps.
The CRL AWS Aluminum Windscreen System was developed to provide an attractive, maintenance-free glass wall that is perfect for most residential or commercial applications. All AWS Systems can be used in conjunction with a concrete slab, block wall or individual footings. If our stock components do not fit your application, allow us to design a system that can. CRL has the ability to design, engineer, and fabricate a custom system that will satisfy not only your need for safety and security, but also your artistic tastes.
CRL HRS HAND RAILING SYSTEM

CRL’s HRS Hand Rail System is designed for stairways, ramps or anywhere that requires the need for A.D.A. compliant assist rails. CRL offers a wide range of component parts for almost every application. Offered in five standard architectural finishes for wall mount, post mount, and glass mount applications. Custom fabrication and finishing is also available.
CRL HAND RAILS ONLINE

- Produces a Complete Quote Package Instantly From Your Desk Top
- Produces a Full Color 3D Rendering and Dimensioned Plan View for Field Installation
- Generates Quotes/Orders in Minutes
- Allows You to Order Material Directly From Your Computer
- Capable of Producing Pick and Pack or Fabricated Railing Systems
- Determines All Material Quantities Needed for Each Project
- Produces All Glass Sizes Needed for Your Railing or Windscreen Job

TRY OUR 30 DAY FREE TRIAL

PHONE: (800) 421-6144 Ext. 7730 | FAX: (800) 587-7501 | E-MAIL: railings@crlaurence.com
CRL ARS ALUMINUM RAILING SYSTEM

CRL’s high quality, versatile Aluminum Railing Systems are manufactured from extruded aluminum framing members, all of which utilize tempered glass, aluminum pickets, cast infills, stainless steel mesh, and stainless steel cable that is engineered to meet applicable building codes. ARS is suitable for all commercial and residential applications.
CRL has the ability to design, engineer, and fabricate almost any architectural design. Most recently, CRL had the opportunity to develop and supply a number of products for the CityCenter Las Vegas project that included custom fabricated stainless steel LED lighted railing and hand rail systems, as well as custom glass wall systems and architectural metals.
ONLINE FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Access to All CRL Products Through CRL’s Easy-to-Use A to Z Product Index
- Fast and Secure Log On Process
- Ask Technical and Product Questions Online
- Find Products and Pricing Online Instantly
- View All Current Catalogs Online
- Technical Articles and Product Support
- Ordering and Shipping Information
- Beautiful Installation Photos of CRL Products
- CRL Locations With Addresses, Directions, Phone and Fax Numbers
- Direct E-Mail Connections to CRL Departments
- Account Policies and Credit Terms
- A Calendar of Industry Trade Shows

Welcome to the C.R. Laurence Global Web Site